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Honorable chair and fellow delegates, we are Greek Delegates. We're ready to accurately convey the

Greek government's views on post-conflict peace. Our delegation is thrilled to attend.

Civil wars encourage populations to seek firearms, leading to illegal arms trafficking throughout

MENA. These trades usually occur between borders, thus; we must tighten relations between border

countries, to better manage border control. The Hellenic Republic of Greece opposes the use of WMD and

believes a meeting should be held to establish a WMD-free zone in the Middle East.   It is vital to tackle the

increase in military spending. The Hellenic Republic of Greece's military spending surged by 152.4% from

2020 to 2021; numerous MENA countries had a similar spike. The UN must penalize and supervise military

spending to reduce global spending.

We aim to solve MENA's economic and labor concerns. The stated difficulties can be solved by the

ILO, the IMF, etc. All these scenarios hinge on an ungoverned and mistrusted structure that impacts MENA

economies, politics, and education. The UN should implement deeper structural reforms in MENA states

immediately.

The Hellenic Republic has suffered from great economic catastrophes in the past few years. The

Hellenic Republic can help MENA governments learn how to manage debts and develop a sustainable

economy with the UN's help.
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Inadequate economic segmentation policies and civil wars affect international trade and food

security. We must create a UN body to ensure economic diversity, especially for LEDCs.

Our goal is to limit the number of innocent individuals affected by present legislation, such as

imposing sanctions, restoring order in Gaza, and preventing excessive physical abuse during interrogations.

In order to improve education in low-income countries, it is necessary, first, to regulate economic

growth to prevent poverty, second, to regulate the distribution of income to further accelerate the elimination

of poverty within society, and finally, to create a mutual interaction between growth and inequality.

Our target is to find permanent solutions to problems that are affecting future generations as well as

the current populace, such as the lack of women's rights and law enforcement abuse, mainly in MENA

countries.

We are conscious of today's and future's environmental issues. Uncontrolled population growth is

an exacerbation of climate change, which results in affecting human lives including water scarcity, land

degradation, excessive agriculture, and an increase in infectious diseases. In order to obtain an

environmentally friendly atmosphere, long-term solutions are a necessity.

LEDCs should implement severe and profound reforms to secure post-conflict peace. Long-term

improvements in politics, the economy, etc. can be predicted with these reforms. When governments don't

implement bad policies, post-conflict peace is conceivable. The UN should analyze and reform international

legislation to prevent individuals from suffering from regulations and their implementation. We need a

predictable and transparent one that is put in place. We need collective commitment to make these things

happen.
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